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Abstract-In this paper, certain path-independent integrals, of relevance in the presence of cracks, in elastic 
and inelastic solids are considered. The hypothesized material constitutive properties include: (i) finite and 
infinitesimal elasticity, (ii) rate-independent incremental flow theory of elasto-plasticity, and (iii) rate- 
sensitive behaviour including elasto-viscoplasticity and creep. In each case. finite deformations are 
considered, along with the effects of body forces, material acceleration, and arbitrary traction/displacement 
conditions on the crack-face. Also the physical interpretations of each of the integrals either in terms of 
crack-tip energy release rates or simply energy-rate differences in two comparison cracked-bodies are 
explored. Several differences between the results in the present work and those currently considered well 
established in literature are pointed out and discussed. 

NOMENCLATURE 
under symbol denotes a vector 
under symbol denotes a second-order tensor 
implies oi = Ai@ 
implies Cii = A’kBKi 
implies the trace: AiiBij 

a second-order tensor in dyadic notation 
gradient operator 
displacement vector and its increment 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
Cauchy stress 
Kirchhoff stress 
co-rotational rate of Kirchhoff stress 

INTRODUCTION 
SINCE the pioneering work of ~shelby[l~, and independent discovery of Ricel21, innumerable num- 
ber of papers have appeared in literature concerning path-independent integrals (for the most part how- 
ever, concerning the so-called J-integral) and their application to mechanics of fracture. No attempt is 
made herein at a comprehensive survey of this still burgeoning literature. Of particular relevance to 
the present work are the important studies, on conservation laws in finite and infinitesimal elasticity, by 
Knowles and Sternberg[3], and the interpretation of these in the context of the mechanics of cracks and 
notches in 2-dimensional bodies by Budiansky and Rice[4]. It is noted that the studies in [l-4] are 
restricted to elasto-statics, and the crack-extension considered, if any, is of quasi-static nature, i.e. 
inertia is considered negligible. As is often noted in literature, the so-called f-integral in elasto-static 
crack mechanics is in fact one of the components of a vector-integral, and its relevance is in the context 
of incipient, self-similar, crack-extension. 

Eventhough the so-called J-integral [l, 21 was intended to be applicable to finite or infinitesimal 
elasticity, its use had been extended, in several works in the past twelve years, far beyond the range of 
its apparent theoretical validity; Invoking “deformation theory of plasticity” and/or “proportional 
loading”, it was used in the context of initiation of “Mode I” growth of a crack in an elasto-plastic 
body. A wide class of literature has also grown around the concept of the so-called “& test”. Rice [5], in 
an article which appeared in 1976, and which is perhaps accurately representative even today, succinctly 
summarized a wide body of literature pertaining to the use of J in the context of elasto-plasticity. Later, 
based more or less on empirical reasoning, J and the rate of change of J with crack length (“dJ/da”) 
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were postulated to be “valid” parameters characterizing even stable crack growth in ductile materials[6], 
wherein crack-growth necessarily implies unloading. However, the fundament~ concept of a path- 
independent integral and its physical meaning, if any, in the context of an (even rate-independents 
incremental flow theory of piasticity yet remains to be explored. 

In the class of problems generally characterized as belonging to the domain of “dynamic fracture 
mechanics”, integral relations quantifying the rate of energy-release to a propagating crack-tip in a plane 
linear elastic body undergoing infinitesimal deformation were presented by Freund[7,8], who also 
succinctly summarized the pertinent work of Atkinson, Eshelby, Achenbach, Sih et al. The path- 
independency, if any, of such integrals for energy-release rates even in linear elastodynamic crack 
propagation yet remain to be understood. 

To the author’s knowledge, no work has been reported concerning path-independent integrals, which 
may characterize the severity of the conditions near the crack-tip, in materials characterized by 
rate-sensitive inelastic constitutive laws, such as, for instance, viscoplasticity and creep. However, in the 
case of pure steady-state creep characterized by a power law (of the type i - (T”), and integral J (or c*) 
which is entirely similar to the .I[ i, 21 for pure power-law hardening materials (e - v”) was introduced 
by Goldman and Hutchinson[9] and Landes and Begley[lO], based on the observed similarity of the 
constitutive laws in the respective eases (i.e. i instead of Q etc.). However, the physical interpretation, if 
any, of c* appears not to have been fully explored. 

The present work represents a modest effort at a re-examination of path-independent integrals, and 
their relevance to mechanics of cracks, in elastic as well as inelastic solids, The postulated material 
behaviour includes the cases of finite elasticity, rate-independent incremental flow theory of plasticity, 
and rate-sensitive behaviour such as visco-plasticity and creep. In each case finite deformations are 
considered, along with the effects of body forces, material acceleration, and arbitrary traction~displa~e- 
ment conditions on the crack-face. 

We start by considering the case of finite elasticity and attempt to generalize the conservation laws 
given by Knowles and Sternberg[3] to the case when body forces, inertia, and arbitrary crack-face 
conditions are accounted for. From these conservation laws, we derive a path-independent vector 
integral of relevance to fracture-mechanics. In this process, we reexamine the fundament~ notion of 
“path-independence”, and the attendant mathematical and physical reaso~ng, as o~~nally propounded 
by Rice[2], and the results presented later by Budiansky and Riceid]. We specialize the obtained results 
to the case of linear elastodynamic crack-propagation. To unders~nd the physical meaning of the 
“path-independent” integral vector, we make an independent study of the expression for the rate of 
energy-refease in elastodynamic crack-propagation. Several differences between the results in the 
present work and those currently considered well-established in literature are noted and discussed. 

In the second part of the paper, we consider conservation laws, and the attendant path-independent 
integrals, in the incremental theory of finite-deformation, rate-independent, classical elastoplasticity. 
Once again we include body forces, inertia, and general crack-face conditions in the discussion. Also, we 
explore the physical meaning of the path-independent integral incremental-vector, in the case of 
elasto-plasticity, 

In the final part of the paper we consider finite strain rate-sensitive inelasticity characterized by a 
elasto-viscoplastic constitutive law of the type proposed by Perzyna[ll]. We also treat the well-known 
Norton’s powerlaw type of steady state creep as a special case. We point out certain “incremental” 
integrals, which are: path-independent in a limited sense in the case of elasto-viscoplastic strains, and 
strictly path-independent in the presence of combined elastic and creep strain rates. We explore the 
physical meaning of these integrals as well. 

FINITE ELASTICITY 
Consider a solid body with an initial undeformed configuration B and a deformed co~g~ration b. Let 

the coordinates of a point P in B be (s” with primary base vectors C;r The material particle at P in B is 
assumed to have moved to the point p in “b”. Let “b” be defined by another set of arbitrary curvilinear 
spatial coordinates T$, or by convected coordinates s’, with base vectors gi and g, respectively. Let the 
vector of displacement of the particle from P to p be g = u’& The def&matic% gradient tensor F is: * 

F = F5&I;J = g&” ,.\ 
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wherein, use has been made of the dyadic notation. In terms of ZJ, we can write: 
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c = F@&iK = (aKL t u~,~)I;&" = I(P) t e, (2) 

where I(P) is the identity (metric) tensor at P, and Olrc denotes a covariant derivative w.r.t. tK at P. We 
see thai the displacement gradient tensor e is: _ 

e = u~,&I;~. (3) _ 

Let T be the tensor of true or Cauchy stress at p, which measures tractions on an oriented surface (da!) 
at p.*If the image of (dun) in the undeformed configuration is (dAN) at P, we define the first and second 
Pioia-Kirchhoff stress tensors, denoted here by t and s, respectively, as: 

(dAlJ+{=iiafi*~ (4) 

(dA@) . s, = (da@. (5. f-T) (5) 

where ( )-I denotes an inverse of a tensor, and ( )T denotes a transpose, Using the geometrical relation * 

(&In) = I(&&) ’ f-’ (6) 

where J is the absolute determinant of F (or the determinant of the matrix [F$), eqns (4) and (5) lead 
to: 

where CJ+ = $7 is the Kirchho~ stress. Noting that: * I 

we have: 

and 

and 

7_= 7:jgigj = 7sgj(gL -- _ _ 

s_ = J a” q7 

Let W be the strain-energy densit.y measured per unit volume at P in B. Then it is known that: 

and 

aw aw ---=-z2t 
aF ae sT _ . 

(9) 

(10) 

(12) 

(13) 
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where C = FT - F and y = (1/2)[c - I_(P)] is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor. The equations of linear 
(LMB) and angular (AIv@ momentum balance conditions are: 

or 

Compatibility: 

or 

@MB): _ _ I _ I;.t=tr,F’ 

s = ST. 
I ” 

f = I(P) f e, = (6KL + lkK)GLCK 

r =; [UL,K + &,L + U”,Lhf,KII;LCK. 

(14a,b) 

Wa,bi 

W,b) 

Boundary conditions : 

&*[=&r*(S*f7’)=fat S, (17a) 

I( = & at S,. (17b) 

For our present purposes, we restate eqn (17b) in a bit more ambiguous, but still physically meaningful 
form as: 

F=j;at&. ” * (17c) 

The AMB condition, eqn (15a) is automatically satisfied provided W is a frame-indifferent function of F 
(i.e. for instance, when W is a function of F only through W(F) = W(C) = W(FT 0 F)) and t is defined 
through eqn (12). In eqn (14), p. is mass/unit*volume at P in B, j are arb&rary body forces per-unit mass, 
and p is the absolute acceleration of the material particle (e =aLQ- = (d*UJdt’)@ = ii&*). Likewise, 
in eqn (17a), f are prescribed tractions per unit undeformed area S, of B. If fi 5, c, 4 g are fields that 
satisfy eqns (t2~(17), we now show that for any close volume V, which is free from any singularities or 
other defects, in the configuration B, the following identities? are valid: 

O= 
I 

[~pW-Clp.(~_‘C)-~o(f-a). Flduf st(&r*s.+$Fds+ 
I I 

N+Fr*(F-c)ds. 
V $2 =- - 

(W 

In the above, we made the assumption that the material is homogeneous, i.e. W is a function of the 
location P in B only by virtue of the fact that ;F is, in general, a function of P. The proof of eqn (18) is 

tThe;e represent a generalization of the conservation law given in [3], to the case when body forces, inertia, and arbitrary 
crack-face conditions are considered. 
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evident from the folIowing: 
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where ( ),L denotes covariant differentiation w.r.t. tL. And, 

But 

FNL,N = (GNL f ~N,Lh = h,Lhf = (#N,MhL 

~(GN~+~~~),~=(~N~),L 

(22) 

since, the metric tensor behaves as a constant during covariant differentiation. Thus, eqn (21) can be 
written as: 

vp * (t * F) = (tMN,MFNL + tMNFNML)GL _ _ * - 

= (IIP * e * r:+ it_‘: pMGL. 
(23) 

Upon using eqns (20), (23), (14a), (17a) and (17c), the validity of eqn (18) is immediatefy evident. When it 
is noted that [ = s 1 FT, and FT - F = c, the proof of eqn (19) is apparent. An independent proof, follows 
from: _ _ I 

Since s, is a symmetric tensor. Further 

From (24), (ZS), (14b), (17a) and (17c), the validity of eqn (19) can be noted. 
Using the Green-Gauss theorem, we can write eqns (18) and (19) in the form: 

where aV is the surface of V, and we assume that 

dV=S,tS,+sj. (28) 
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Thus, eqn (26) can be written as: 
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Eventhough eqn (29) is applicable to a ,general 3-dimensional case, an illustration of the 2-dimensional 
case is given in Fig. 1, wherein $3 S, and S, are depicted, and fl is an unit “outward” normal to 8V as 
shown also in Fig. 1. 

Suppose we consider the Cartesian coordinate system: x1 along the crack surface, x2 normal to the 
crack face, and x3 along the crack front, and consider the component along the x1 direction of the vector 
identity, eqn (29). Let the problem be also a ~peciffl case in which (i) the crack-faces are free of tractions 
and any imposed displacement conditions, (ii) the body forces f are zero, and (iii) the inertia is ne~i~ble, 
i.e. the problem is one of elastostatics. In this case, since NI = 0 along the face, we have from eqn (29), 

It is this sense of pal-independence of the integral on r BcDt and the associated physical interpre~tion 
of the integral, that were essentially presented by [2]. However, in the general case, i.e. the case in 
which: any of the conditions (i)-(iii) above are not satisfied, and, in addition, the components in x2 and x3 
directions of the vector identity (29) are also of interest, we need to re-examine the above path- 
independence. For purposes of understanding the above general case, let us applyt the result in eqn (29) 
to a volume V- V, as shown in Fii. 2(a), for a Zdimensional problem and for 34mensional problem in 
Fig. 2(b). For purposes of clarity in presentation, let us consider, without loss of generality, the 

si= + 
f I ; SF + St = -I- 

rEFA r0CD 
I s 

fra rDE 

Fig. 1. 

tNote that the divergence theorem cannot, in general, be applied when the vohune integral contains a non-integrable singularity. 
Thus, when volnme V includes the crack-tip, referring to eqn (lE), p,, W may be of order rm2 near the crack-tip (front) *and kpy 
non-integrable. Thus the divergence theorem cannot be applied to (eqn 18) in the case of V, but only in the case of V- V, m the lmut 
e+O. 
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v- v, 

---- 
CRACK- FRONT 

Fig. 2, 

2-dimensional case. In view of eqn (29) we then have, referring to Fig. 2(a), 

where r,,, is the contour with a unit normal directed inwards (into) V- V, as in Fig. 2(a). r& and I’$ are 
portions of Tss where tractions and displacements, respectively, are applied. Similar definitions apply to 
r& and r$. Since the crack is mathematically a surface of discontinuity, it is seen that @-, which is a 
unit outward normal to I-,, is equal to the negative of p, which is the outward normal to 1’,2, We now 
write: 

Using the divergence theorem, we fu~her write: 

(33) 

EFM Vol. 16. No. %D 
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Using eqns (32) and (33) in eqn (31), we write: 

. g-1 ds + j 
r12 

N+[W+- W-)-(T+-r)]ds-lr;~[(-.F)+c(- 

-lr;~~+*[(!,~-(~‘~-lds=fr [MW-7-)--N* 
t 

Note that in the above, considering, without loss of generality, the segment 12 to be of the same length 
as the segment 45, the integrals on r45 and I’12 in eqn (31) have been combined into a single integral on 
r12 alone, with appropriate sign changes in the unit normal being accounted for. Further, the notation for 
the kinetic energy density, T = (l/2)& * 4 has been employed: and I’, is now equal to Tlu with a unit 
normal acting inwards (into) (V- V,) as shown in Fig. 2(a). 

We now consider eqn (34) in the limit when E+O, i.e. the volume V,, and the contour I’, shrink to 
zero. First consider the right hand side of eqn (34). Let I’,, in the 2-dimensional problem, be a circle of 
radius E. (In 3-dimensional problems, we let I’, be a circular cylindrical surface of radius E, with the axis 
of the cylinder being the crack front). Then, 

It is seen that the r.h.s. of eqn (35), for a sharp crack, would vanish identically unless W (and by 
dimensional considerations, ‘,a F), and T all have singularities of the type rML” (with r, 8 being 
polar-coordinates centered at the crack-tip) where Q > 1. However, since the total strain and kinetic 
energies in a small core region near the crack-tip must be finite, it is seen that a must be equal to 1. Since 
W is a nonlinear function of Is; F can be expected to have a singularity of type r-@ with B < 1; likewise t 
may have a singularity of type r-‘, such that @ + S = 1. It is worth noting that available solutions in linea; 
elastodynamic crack propagation indicate that the material time derivative Q (or absolute velocity of a 
material particle) may have a singularity of r- “2 On the other hand, if the crack is stationary, even when . 
the dynamic effects are accounted for, g varies as r +“2[8j Thus, in general, in a dynamic crack . 
propagation problem, the term on r.h.s. of eqn (34) is non-zero for a sharp crack, even in the limit as 
E -+O. We denote this non-zero limit as the vector J Thus, from eqns (34) and (35) we have: 

-t I N’[( W’ - W-) - (T’ - T-)] ds - 
r12 I ~i2 Kt * ?I+ + tt . !I-1 ds 

Note that the limit 4 40 in the term within brackets { } in the extreme 1.h.s. of eqn (36) implies that: (a) in 
the volume integrals, a volume, however small, near the crack tip must be deleted, and (b) in the crack 
face integrals, an area, however small, near the crack-front must be deleted. 

Now, in view of eqn (29) it is seen thnf the itftegrai on the extreme Lh.s. of eqn (36) is path- 
~~~e~e~~e~~~ (Note however, the volume V- V, change for each path,) It is worth noting that eqn (36) 
implies that the path 234, as in Fig. 2(a), begins at the point 2 on the lower flank of the crack, and ends at 
point 4 on the upper flank, such that points 2 and 4 are equidistant from the crack-tip. However, this is 

tNote the fundamental difference in the notions of path-independence as embodied in eqns (30), (39) (which are due to [2,4]) on the 
one hand, and the present eqn (36) on the other. In eqn (36) it implies that the integral on the extreme 1.h.s. evaluated on the contours 
I’,zM5 or T,2-3vVJ (see Fig. 2a) has the same value. 
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just for convenience, points 2 and 4 need not be equidistant; in which case the integrals on Ii2 in eqn (36) 
must be “split up” into integrals on both If2 and I,+5 as in eqn (31). 

Evidently, if one uses eqn (27) and repeats the steps in eqns (31)-(3(i), we obtain an equivalent 
representation for a Fatb-independent integral: 

Trivial as the difference may be from a theoretical view point, eqn (37) is in fact more convenient from a 
computational view point, to calc~lu~e J from a far-field contour, than eqn (36), since most generally 
available computer programs (finite-element!) use < and y as primitive variabies~l2~. 

If we consider the special case when (i) deformatidns are infinitesimal, and thus the distinction 
between various stress measures vanish, i.e. t = 0; (ii) the material is linear elastic and homogeneous, {iii) 
the material is under dynamic equilibrium,~and (iv) the geometries of the solid and crack are con- 
veniently described in a Cartesian system, then eqn (36) is reduced, at any time t, to: 

This should be contrasted with the expression for linear elasto-static case, when no conditions are 
prescribed on the crack-face, given in [2,4] denoted here for comparison pu~oses, as J: 

(39) 

Thus, in the present J, eqn OS), discontinuities of W and T across the crack-facest are allowed for, in 
addition to its being appiicab~e to the general case as discussed. 

It is interesting to note however, that even in the general case represented by eqn (36), the fo~lowiug 
identity holds: 

tNote that, based on physical coas~derations, we may assume that WC and Iv- along the crack-face, in general, may have integrable 
singularities near the crack-tip (front). An example wherein ( W+ - W-) f 0 at the crack-face has recently been brought to the author’s 
attention[l3]. 
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since, eqn (40) is nothing other than the global linear momentum balance condition for the domain 
V - V, in the limit E -+ 0. Thus we may reduce eqn (35), through a slight modification to the definition of 
f, as: 

(41) 

Thus eqn (41) represents a slight modi~cation to the definition of f in as much as F in eqn (36) is now 
replaced by e_[e = F - I]. 

We now examiie the physical interpretation of J as presently defined through eqn (41). For this 
purpose let us consider the volume V, at time t. It is to be understood that V, is a small region at the 
crack-tip (front) with the surface F,. Let & be the potential of external forces acting on V,, and let WT: 
and Tz be the strain energy and kinetic energy, respectively of V,. It is seen that 

where S, is the crack surface(s) enclosed by I’,. The last term on the r.h.s. of eqn (42) is the work of 
tractions exerted on V, by the surrounding solid, and these tractions are dependent on the displacement 
field. Likewise, we have: 

(43) 

where iii is the ~~~5~~~e velocity of a material particle. In eqns (42~(44) Cartesian coordinates x, have 
been used for simplicity. Let ck be the Cartesian coordinates of the crack-tip. Let &(== xk - ck) be 
coordinates centered at the crack-tip when the crack is of “length” ck. It is seen that in general, in the 
immediate vicinity of the crack-tip, i.e. in V,, which may be considered to be a “process-zone”, we may 
assume: 

Thus the variables Ui, t, W and T may depend explicitly on the crack “length” c& crack-velocity C,, as 
well as time 8. It is known that in the vicinity of a sharp crack-tip (front), the displacements ui are 
nonsingular (even though the material velocity 4 may be singular), while W and T are singular; and 
based on physical considerations, the singuIa~ties in W and T can be of order r-l where r, B are polar 
coordinates centered at the crack-tip. Even in finite bodies the representations (45) may be considered as 
being asymptotically correct within the “process-zone” irrespective of the geometry of the body and 
loading. We may write at time t, for instance, 

w*= W(&t Ck, dkt t) du (46) 

and a similar expression for T* of 0,. 
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Now, let us assume that in time (dt) the crack “advances” by dck, Let & be once again, the Cartesian 
coordinates centered at the new crack-tip such that [; = & -de, as shown in Fig. 3. Also, without loss of 
generality, let c = p dc*, fl> 1, such that the crack-tip which is within V, (say a circle of radius (F 
centered at the crack-tip) at time t, will not lie outside the fixed V, at time (t -t-dtf. Thus we are 
considering the case when the crack-tip advances by “dck” in time ‘“dt” inro a fixed volume V,. 
Analogous to eqn (46), we may then write: 

W*(t t dt) = I, W(& ck + dc,, c!~ + d&, t c dt) du. (47) 
S 

We note that, in the asymptotic sense, the dependence of W on & at ~+dt for a sharp crack is, in 
general, of the same functional form as the dependence of Won & a& f, Note also that in performing the 
inaction as in eqn (47), the limits of inte~ation for a fixed volume V, in terms of ,$. would, of course, 
be different from those in terms of & in eqn (46) (see Figs. 3a and 3b). However, by noting that 
5; = & - dck, and d[; = d&, we have, by what amounts to a change of variables, 

W*(t t dr) = j W[(&. - dc,f, (ck + de,), (4 t dd& (t t dr)l du. 
v, 

Now the limits of inte~ation in eqn (48), wotdd be the same as those in eqn (47). Now, we may expand 
out the integrand on r.h.s, of eqn (48) using Taylor series and express it in terms of W(&, c,, d, t). 
However, it is recalled that W is singular (viz. r-’ for a sharp crack) w.r.t. & as & +O, whereas as the 
explicit dependence of W on c,, dk and t is in general, non-single. Thus, while ~~a~~, ~~~~* and 
awiat are all integrable, the partial derivative aWIa& would, however, be non-integrable. Thus the 

v, (rf t+dt 3’2’ 
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above idea of changing uuriubles is non-workable. Thus, we rewrite eqn (47) as: 

Now consider the term: 

Since the functional dependence of W on [; and fi, are of the same form, we can “subtract out” the 
singularities in evaluating I of (49) as shown in Fig. 3(d). From Fig. 3(c) it is apparent that the term I of 
(49) is given by: 

f=- (w~kdCk)ds. 
I f, 

(~0) 

Note the negative sign on the r.h.s. of eqn (50) is due to the definition of the “outward” normal to the 
contour I in the sense indicated in Fig. 3(c) (i.e. a contour beginning at the “bottom” surface of crack 
and ending on the “top” surface). Let us now define the derivative [D( )/Otlc as the totai rate of change 
of () in a time “dt” due to crack growth by “dc,“. Thus, for instance, 

z 1 y ’ dt = W$(t t dt)- W:(t). (51) 

From eqns (48)-(SO) it is seen that: 

(52) 

In the case of a dynamically propagating crack, the kinetic energy T may also have (as is known[8], for 
instance, in linear elastodynamics) a singularity. Thus, following essentially the same arguments as in 
eqns (46~(60), we have: 

(53) 

Finally, at times t and (t + dt), respectively, the displacements are given by Ui and [ui t (Duj~t)c dt]. 
From the equations: 

and 

Ui[C+dr]= Ui(& cktdcb tk+ddk, t+dt) 

=ui(t-dCk,Ck+dCk,Ck+dCk,t+dt) 
(54) 

it is seen that: 

(55) 
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Using eqn (55), it is then seen from (42) that: 
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where ti are tractions corresponding to Hi at I, at t. We shall now consider the “energy release rate” to the 
crack-tip, as measured in the process-zone, V,. This energy release rate, denoted here by {~~~~~)‘, is given, 
from the energy balance within V,, by: 

Upon using (52), (53) and (56), we write (57) as: 

where (I), (II), (III) and (IV) identify, respectively the first through fourth terms each enclosed within (1, 
on the r.h.s. of eqn (58). Suppose now that for a dynamically propagating crack, W, T and tii au~ani (note 
that a()/& = a( )/J&) all have singularities of the type r-‘, On the other hand, the explicit dependence of 
these qUantitieS on ckt tik and t are, in general, such that their partial derivatives W.r.t. ck, & and t are 
also singular, but the singularity is still of order r-l. Suppose we consider a 2-dimensional problem 
wherein V, is a circular domain of radius E(= j3 dck) centered at the crack tip; 

Wa) 

Thus, for a 2-dimensional problem (the same argument carries over to 3-dimensional case) for instance, 
the term (I) of eqn (58) becomes: 

where S,, is defined by 8 = _+ II, Supposing &hat i and 6 are non-siuguIar near the crack-tip, while W, T 
and Minsk behave as r-‘, it is seen that the first term on the r.h.s, of (60) is ~~~e~e~~e~~ of c; while the 
other terms are O(z). Likewise, it is observed that terms (If), (III) and (IV) of eqn (58a) are all of O(a). 
Thus, in general, we have from (58), 
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Hence, in the limit, we may take for an arbitrarily small volume near the crack-tip, 

Comparing eqns (62a) and (41) it is seen that: 

Thus, in the case of propagating cracks in elastodynamic fields, the path independent integral JK of eqns 
(41), and hence eqn (38), does not have the physical meaning of energy release rate per unit 
crack-growth. However, if we define the “Lagrangean” of the domain V as: 

L,=-&-w;+T$ (64) 

it can be immediately seen from eqn (57), and the development that follows thereon, that: 

’ I ck I, [(WeT)Nk-ti$Jds 
6 

= d&. Wb) 

Thus the path-independent integral of (41), and hence (38), while not representing an “energy”, does still 
have a physically meaningful interpretation of rate change of Lagrangean per unit crack growth. 

On the other hand, for stationary cracks in dynamic elastic fields T is nonsingular, while, in 
elasto-statics T is negligible altogether. In these cases, it can be seen that: 

(65) 

and thus, Jk does have the physical meaning that it is the energy-release rate per unit movement of the 
crack-tip in & direction. 

In the linear-elastic case, an expression for energy-release rate for a crack extending in an 
elasto-dynamic field was derived by Freund[7] to be: 

oi+rjLji + i oijUi,jV, + i poioiUn) ds. (66) 

where, in the notation of [7]: s is a “small” loop that moves along with the crack-tip; @ii is the stress 
tensor; Ui are displacements; oi are velocities, ni are direction cosines of a unit normal to s pointing 
away from the crack-tip; and v, is the component of velocity of a point on s in the direction of ni (if 
the crack-tip is moving in the x,-direction with instantaneous speed 11, then v, = vn,). In deriving the 
above expression (66), a small loop of unchanging geometry was supposed to be moving with the 
crack-tip and a global energy rate balance was employed[7]. 

It is seen that the presently derived expression for energy release rate, viz. eqn (62a) differs from that 
derived in [7], viz. (66). As demonstrated earlier, the present eqn (62a) can be readily reduced to the 
well-known results for energy release rates for elasto-static crack problem as well as for the elasto- 
dynamic problem when the crack is stationary. On the other hand eqn (66) of [7] is not readily reducible 
to the above cases, without invoking certain other assumptions. 

We now consider finite-strain inelasticity, but restrict our attention to the two cases: (i) finite strain, 
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classical rate-independent elasto-plasticity, and (ii) finite strain rate-independent elasto-viscoplasticity 
including creep as a special case. 

PINITE-STRAIN, RATE INDEPENDENT, CLASSICAL 
ELASTO-PLASTICITY 

Because of the author’s own interest in computationa mechanics, the following is presented in a 
fashion that is directly amenable to compu~tions based on, say, the finite element method. However, the 
basic development itself is divorced from any “computational’ overtones, lest they may be deemed 
“bad”. 

At time t, the material particle P of B is located at p in b. At time t-t-At, let the same material 
particle move to pl. As discussed before, the spatial coordinates in b are qm, and the convected 
coordinates are 6’. Let the vector pp{ be Au. 

Ag = Ai&& = Aumg~ = Au’*,q, (67) 

We define the incrementaldisplacement-gradient tensor A? as: 

A< = Aum;,gmg” _ _ 

= (AEm, f bntt)gmk’ _ - 

(68) 

where Ac and Aw are, respectively, the incremental strain and incrementa spin referred to the current 
conversion at iand, 

In the above and in the preceding, ();, and ();, refer to covariant derivatives . _ ^ . 
(w.r.t. qn and 5’ 

respectively at p, using the metric g,,, and &K respectively) in the current connguratton. Let the Cauchy 
stress and K~chhoff stresses, T, and c respectively, at time t be represented as: 

(6% 

7 = Trn”gmgn = TK*gJgK _ _ _- 
u = Jr = Jr”“g,g,, = JrJeK'g,gfi _ _ - _ _ _ 

Let Ar be the total, or substantial, or material increment of Kirchhoff stress, such that, 

Atg,g, 

(70) 

(71) 

where ci is the material derivative (for a fixed material particle, 6’ = const,), of u. For an objective 
stress-rate, to be used in the incremental constitutive relation for an elastic-plastic solid, we take, 
following Hi11[14], the co-rotational increment of (T (which is often referred to as the Zaremba, or the 
Jaumann, or the rigid-body rate), which is denoted-here by A@. It is well-known (see for instance 1141) 
that 

A constitutive law for the rate-theory of plasticity, as suggested by Hil1[14] is: 

A&=?$ _ 
c 

(72) 

(73) 

where 

A V = ; Lm,gqA~mnAepq - (;)(laAcw)2. (74) 
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Equation (74) leads to a bilinear relation. In eqn (74): Lmnpq is a tensor of instantaneous elastic modulii, 
which is + ve definite and symmetric under mntipq interchange; a = 1, or 0 according to whether h : AE 
is + ve or - ve, A,, is a tensor normal to the interface between elastic and plastic domains in the strain 
space, and g is a scalar related to a measure of rate of hardening due to plastic deformation, For 
classical isotropically hardening materials, the above constitutive law, which has been used by several 
authors in the past few years, as discussed in [15], becomes: 

A< = 2/~At t ~(AE_: !)I - 
12~~p*(Ae: a’)~’ 

(a’: (r’)[6~ t i( &7d Wp)] (75) 

where h and I*_ are Lame’s constants; 17’ = Q - (1/3)(a: I)1 is the deviatoric K~chho~ stress at p, and the 
yield-surface is represented by: F = f3&(fj]“2 - F,(p) = 0; Wp = f c: A:” dr and Jz($) = (i/2)($: CT’). 

For purposes of the ensuing discussion, it should be noted that the constant fy (which is equal to 1 or 
0) in eqns (74), (75) is a function of the spatial coordinates 77”’ in b. Thus, a generic point p in b may be 
experiencing loading (a! = 1) or unloading (a = 0). Thus at time t, a! depends on the location of p in b. 

Let (7+At) represent the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress at p, at time (t t At), as referred to the 
configuration b at time t. Then it is seen [ 151 that: 

At, = (Aa - Ae, * c$J (76) 

=(A+A~.~-~.Ac&! (77) 

where J = (&pt) the ratio of mass densities in B and b respectively. Use has been made of eqn (72) in 
obtaining (77) from (76). Hence, in view of eqn (73) it is seen]151 that a potential AU exists such that: 

i!!Z-At 
aAtT - - 

and 

AU=AV-~:(AE*A~)+;B:(A~~.AC). c I _ _ * 

(78) 

(79) 

Note AU = AU[a(p)], i.e. AU is a function of ly (= 0 or 1) which is in turn a function of p. 
Let a be the absolute acceleration (i.e. the material derivative of the velocity vector), of the material 

particle at (t + At). The acceleration a can be expressed in terms of spatial bases g,,, at t, or sometimes 
more conveniently (from a computational viewpoint) in the fixed bases C;, at P at t = 0. (See, for 
instance, [15].) The field equations at t t At can now be written as: 

(LMB) V,++A[lfp,(f-g)=O 

(AM@ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ae+~+At=AtTt~*AeT 

Af, = aA U7aAe_T; be_ = Au,,,;,g”g” _ - 

nr. [?+A[] = tat S, 

(80) 

(81) 

(82983) 

(84) 

and 

Ae_=AZat S, (85) 

Note that V, = g”(al8~“‘) is the gradient operator at p at time f. In the above, fare prescribed tractions 
at (t + At) as measured per unit area of surface S, at time t. It should be noted that when the potential 
AU for At is as defined in eqn (79), the AMB eqn (81) is automatically embedded in the structure of AU, 
as discussed in [15]. 
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Now we show that for a closed volume U, (at time t) wherein a! = constant (i.e. a volume which is 
everywhere experiencing Ioading or everywhere experiencing unloading), and which is free from any 
singularities or other defects, the following vector integral is zero. 

Note again that, in general, AU = A U[~(P)] but, within the considered u,, (Y = constant = 1 or = 0. The 
proof of the above statement is based on the results: 

P,[:: @I = (P,$: be_+ [?: (d,,lg* (87) 

‘cI,AU = [At_? (A&&?. (88) 

Since, 

y,ar(p) = 0 for considered U, (89) 

From eqns (87~(89), (80) and (82)-(85), the validity of eqn (86) is immediately evident. 
For instance, in a 2-dimensional dynamic elasto-plastic problem, consider two pathst I’: and I’2 

surrounding the crack-tip as shown in Fig. 1. We note that within the region (u,), enclosed by rf, there 
can be regions of both plastic loading and etastic unloading, i.e. cy can be either 1 or 0 at various points 
within (v,),. However, within the region (z+ - v,),, i.e. the region between the paths I?: and Q, there can 
be either only loading or only unloading, i.e. within the region (z+ - q),, either (Y = 1 only or (Y = 0 only. 
In this case, we have in view of eqn (86): 

(91) 

Recall that in the case of an elastic material, the basic resuIt of vanishing of a certain integral in a 
volume free from singularities, i.e. eqn (26), was applied to a region V- V,, and the integral vector J was 
defined as the non-vanishing limit of a contour integral on r, in the limit ~30, as in eqns (36) or (41). 
Note that eqn (91) of the elasto-plastic case is entirely analogous to eqn (26) of the elastic-case. 
However, in order for eqn (91) to apply to the region V- V, in the limit l -+O, the entire region ( V- V, 
limit E -+ 0) must undergo either plastic loading only, or elastic unloading (or remain purely elastic) only. 
Sucil a situation is, in general, unlikely in the case of (growing) cracks in ductile materials, for a general 
domain V- V,. If indeed these condit~ns are met, and hence eqn (91) is applicable, in the domain 
V- V, (Lt 6 +O), then results entirely analogous to eqn (36) or (41) can be derived, and a vector which is 
the limiting value of an integral on I’, in the limit e-+0 can be identified, However, in general, let us 
consider the case when the conditions for applicability of eqn (91) are not met in V- V, (Lt E+O) i.e. 

tFor convenience. rake and racy of Fig. t are now renamed I’S and r?, respectively 
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yta(p) f 0 in V - V, Referring to Fig. 2, it is seen, in the limit E + 0, 

jP,(?: Af: + AU) - (Cl& A$ - V, . [(T t A[) . A<] 

-p,(f-&Ae_}dv+ 
I ,[n,+fA[)-$Ae_ds 
W, 

where 8 can be seen to be an integral over V- V, of terms involving V&p). Using the divergence 
theorem we can rewrite eqn (92), for instance, for a 2-dimensional domain-indicated in Fig. 2(a), 

-vtCf--a)~A~ld~+ I r12 
~+[(~:A<+AI/)+-(?:A<tAU)-Ids 

=&+!I, fn(?:Ae_-t-AU)-n~((~$A~~.A~}]ds~AT(say). (93) 
•T 

It is noted that comments, concerning I,*, li2, rl;,, etc. essentially similar to those made in connection 
with eqn (36) apply in the case of (93) as well. 

In view of eqn (91) it is seen that the integral on the extreme 1.h.s. of eqn (93) is “path-independent” 
(however the enclosed volumes V- V, will be different) for any two paths I’, and I’2’3’4r between which 
there is entirely loading or entirely unloading, i.e. (Y = t or a = 0 everywhere between the two paths. 
Specifically, consider the situation when: (i) I234 encloses a volume V, (including the crack-tip) where 
there may be both loading and unloading taking place and (ii) I 2’3f4’ encloses a volume v2 such that in 
v2 - o, also, both loading and unloading are occuring. Then the vector integrals (AJ’), (involving I’,, on 
the extreme 1.h.s. of eqn (93)) and (AhT), (involving IrYe) will not be equal. On the other hand, in the 
situation when (i) I234 encloses Y, wherein there may be both loading and unload~g occuring and (ii) 
I’2’3t4z encloses v2 such that in (Q- tt,), either only loading or only unloading (or remain elastic) is taking 
place, the integrals AT, and A& are equal. 

It is noted that AT integral as evaluated on I’*34 from eqn (93) “measures” not only the severity of 
conditions near the crack-tip, but also the effect of transition from plastic to elastic zones in V- V, 
enclosed by IpM. 

Now we shall consider the physical meaning of the AT integral in~odu~ed in eqn (93). First, we note 
by the definition of the potential AU, 

T:A{+AU=T:A&++A[‘:AL) 

= (!+;AtT): he_ = A W (say). 

Thus A W is the total stress-working density increment during the time interval I to (t + At). As shown in 
[14,15] we may write A W in an alternate form, using the conjugate variables Ahs and Ae, where As is the 
incremental second Piola-Kirchhoff stress such that (7 t A$ is the total secondPiola-Kirchhoff stress at 
time (t t At) as referred to the configuration at f. Thus: 

(95) 
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Recali that T and As are both symmetric, and the symmetric AE is the incremental strain between times l 
and t + At ai referred to as the configuration at f. Using the additive decomposition: 

Ae=AtctAe,, I 

where the subscripts e and p refer to “elastic” and “plastic” parts respectively, we see that: 

(96) 

T: eiAti=AW= * I 

=AWw,+AW,. 
(97) 

Where A We is “elastic” part of incremental stress-working density (per unit volume at time t) and A W, 
is the plastically dissipated portion of incremental stress-working density. Let AK be the incremental 
kinetic energy, between t and t t dt, per unit volume in b. It is seen that: 

AK = p,al . Au. (98) 

To simplify matters, let us consider: (i) a “mode I” 2-dimensional problem, wherein the crack-faces are 
free from any applied tractions or other constraints, (ii) the body forces to be zero, and (iii) the crack is 
along the x1 axis. Consider a volume V*, in this 2-dimensional problem, which is enclosed by the contour 
I?*34 as in Fig. 2. Let A*,, AW? and AK7 be the incremental potential of external loads, incremental 
internal energy, and incremental kinetic energy, respectively, of the volume V*. It is seen that: 

AW~=~~*AWd~=~~*[?:A~+A~]d~ (99) 

and 

Ah = - I, ( iAffi nj[Tji + Atjibi)l dpi} ds 

~ - I [f A”i Ftj[ Tji t Atji(~i)] d,+} dS 
r234+r12+rs4 0 

(100) 

(101) 

since the crack faces are traction free. To simplify the discussion further, we shall consider only the case 
of a stationary crack, of length “c,“. The combined incremental potential energy between t and t t dt 
for this cracked body is: 

A~,=-A~~-AWN-AK~. (102) 

Now, let us consider a second cracked-body identical in geometry to the one above, but with a crack 
of length “cl t dc,“. Let the second cracked body be subjected to a load history that is identical to the 
one to which the first body has been subjected to. In the first body, let the Cartesian coordinates 
measured from the crack-tip be & = x1 - ci, and t = x2. We will consider in the second-body, a contour 
I’g which, with reference to the ~undaries of the body, is identical to the contour r,,., in the first body. 
In other words one may say, equivalently, that we are considering identicaf domains V* in both the 
bodies except that the lengths of cracks enclosed by the contours P 234 and rzj4, respectively, differ by an 
amount dc,. Let f; be the Cartesian coordinates centered at the crack-tip in the second body: 
&= & - dcl; &= & = x2. Since both the bodies, differing in crack-lengths by dc,, have been subject to 
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identical load histories until time t, one may assume: 

in body 1: 

in body 2: 
(103) 

The combined incremental potential energy in body 2 would be: 

where, 
(104 

(105) 

(1W 

(107) 

Integrals in eqns (105)_(107) are identical to those in eqns (99~(lOl), respectively, except that the limits 
of integration which are w.r.t. 5; in eqns (105~(107) are different from those w.r.t. lk in eqns (99~(101). 
By using arguments analogous to those employed earlier in connection with finite elasticity, it can be 
shown that: 

AWS-AW:=- nl dc,A W ds. 

Note that singularities, if any, in A W near the crack-tip have been permitted in both bodies. Since the 
crack is assumed to be stationary, one may assume that neigher CZ, nor Au are singular, and write: 

AT?-AT:=-j-$(p(l,+Au)dc,dv 

Finally, 

Thus, the difference in incremental total energy, in the time interval t to t t dt, between the two bodies 
is: 

A&-A% = aAu. 

dc, - r234+rr2+r4h, I nj $AUit(s+Atji)-l 
[ ag ds+ N,AWdv+ 

I 1 I f234 
I v +,(~~Au)dv. 

t 

(112) 

However, 

(113) 
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In writing eqn (113), it is assumed that Tji is non-singular near the blunted crack-tip in an elastic-plastic 
material, for which stress saturates to a finite value even for large strains. It is recognized, that at time t 
the linear momentum balance condition is: 

or 

Using eqns (114a) and (113) in eqn (112), it is seen that: 

n,A W- nj(7ji t Atji) ~]dst~“*[-~ji,~AUijtP((li)l~]dU. (115) 

Comparing eqn (115) with the extreme 1.h.s. of eqn (93), it is seen that 

where AT, is the X, component of the path-integral vector defined in eqn (93). Thus, in general, it appears 
that the AT jntegral of eqn (93) has the meaning: it is the difference in combined incremental potential 
energy (per unit crack length difference) in the time interval t to t + dt of two bodies which are identical 
in shape and load history, but differ in crack lengths by “dc,“. 

Note that in the derivation of eqn (115), no assumption has been made concerning any loadinglun- 
loading conditions within V *. We now consider certain cases of cracks in rate-sensitive inelastic 
materials. 

RATE-SENSITIVE INELASTICITY 

A rate-sensitive constitutive law of considerable generality, as given by Perzyna[l 11, can be written 
for finite-strains, when an associative flow-rule is used, as: 

(116) 

where () denotes a specific function, such that (4) = 4(F) for F > 0, and 4 = 0 for F I 0. The parameter 
y is called the fluidity parameter and $’ is the inelastic strain rate. Various forms of 4 were reviewed in 
[ll]. For the Hencky-Mises-Huber type yield criterion, one can define F to be: 

F = [3J2(a’)]“2 - F. = geq - F. = (117) 

where geq is the equivalent Kirchhoff stress. A simple choice for 4(F) can be: 

fj(F) = F”. (118) 

If in eqn (117), one sets F. = 0, the viscoplastic strain-rate relation (116) leads to: 

(119) 

Defining the “equivalent” creep strain rate as: 

(120) 
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it is seen from eqn (119) that 
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which is the welI-known power-law for steady-state creep. If 6 is the corotational stress-rate (= ALGAE) the 
constitutive law can, in general, be written as: 

(122) 

where L, is the tensor of instantaneous elastic moduli, and P” is the strain-rate under viscoplasticity, or 
creep, r&spectively, as given in eqn (116) or (119). Thus, _ 

I 
f,+Al 

A@=L,:Ar-L,: 
: w : I, ti” dt. (123) 

From eqn (123), it is seen that a potential A V for an elasto-viscoplastic solid, analogous to that in eqn 
(73), can be constructedI161. Using eqn (77), a potential AU for At, in the case of viscoplasticity or 
creep, analogous to that in eqn (79), can be constructed. The main pofnts to be noted however, are: (i) in 
the case of an elast~viscoplastic solid AU will be an explicit function of position of the material 
particle, since (~(~) is non-zero or zero (depending on F > 0 or s 0) at a given location; (ii) in the case 
of creep AU will not be an explicit function of location of the material particle. 

From the above discussion, it is evident that in the case of cracks in elasto-viscoplastic solids, an 
incremental integral vector, A_T, entirely equivalent to eqn (93) can be defined. Moreover, it is also 
evident that the AT integral as in the case of viscoplasticity is path-independent in the same limited sense as 
discussed earlier m connection with rate-independent elasto-plasticity, 

On the other hand, in the case of creep, described by a constitutive law of type (119), since AU is not 
an explicit function of position of the material particie, we have the result, analogous to the case of finite 
elasticity, that 8 = 0 in eqn (93). 

Thus, in the case of creep, we have, for instance in a 2-dimensional case, the foltowing result instead of 
eqn (93): 

I [g( r: be + AU) - n * ((T + At) . he)] ds + Lt 
=2, - - 

_ _ * 
EdI {I v- v, 

I--Q: de_ 

- p,(f - d * A4 do + _ ~+[(?:Ae_+AU)+-(7:A<+AU)-]ds 

- ~;~[(I,Ae!++(i.Ae)-Ids-( 
I r;, !!+]((T+ A’! . A[)+ - t(~ + A{) + A<)-1 ds} 

I 
= Sy r [n(?: be_ + AU) - n . ((7 + A’) * he_)] ds 

(r 

(124) 

where AT’, the incremental vector for the case of a crack in a creeping material, is once again, by 
definition, the non-zero limit (in the limit E 40) of the contour integral on I, as in eqn (124). The far field 
e~u~~u~j~~ of Arc should be performed as per the contour/volume integrals appearing on the extreme 
1.h.s. of eqn (124). Once again, it is evident that since AU is not an explicit func~on of location, the 
integral appearing on the extreme 1.h.s. of eqn (124) is ~f~cf~y path-dependent (eventhough the encIosed 
volumes V- V, change). Further it is seen that the ArC integral in the case of creep, characterizes the 
severity of crack-tip conditions. 

Consider the application of eqn (124) to the special case: (i) body forces including inertia are 
negligible, (ii) the crack-faces are free from any prescribed conditions, (iii) the crack is aligned with the 
xl axis and that we are interested only in the x1 component of the vector AT,. Under these restrictions, 
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eqn (124) becomes: 

363 

I [ r234 

nl(?: A<+AU)-nj(~ji +Atji) $$]ds-Lt(/v<~~d~] 

= (AT,),. (125) 

Once again, it can be shown that (AT,), is the difference in incremental total energies during t and t + At 
of two bodies identical in shape except differing in crack lengths by “dc,“, both of which have been 
subject to identical load histories upto time t. 

. We observe that Landes and Begley [ lo], and Goldman and Hutchinson [9] introduced a parameter c* 
defined as: 

c* = W*dy- T.$ ds 
I 

(126) 

to correlate creep crack growth rates in “Mode I” where I is a far-field contour (analogous to IzJ4 in eqn 
(125)) and 

(127) 

we note that the above parameter was introduced in [9,10] based primarily on the observation of the 
essential similarity between the pure power-law hardening type (deformation-theory-of plasticity) 
constitutive relations between the strain and stress on the one hand, and the steady-state creep relation 
of the power-law type between the strain-rate and stress on the other. 

The present parameter (AT,),, of eqn (125), however, accounts for elastic as well as creep strains 
(using the decomposition, A< = A?’ + AE,” where superscripts e and c stand for “elastic” and “creep”), finite 
deformations, and is valid even under non-steady creep conditions. The path-independent nature of (AT,), is 
in eqn (125) is evident from previous discussion. With the definition of (AT,), as the limit l + 0 of the contour 
integral I,, the local nature of (AT,),, i.e. its role as a parameter quantifying the crack-tip conditions is 
evident. 

Under steady-state creep conditions, it is seen that (AT,), of eqn (125) reduces to (AT,),” where, 

(AT,),” = Lt r~ nl(T: A<)- nj(Tji) daui ds. ax ,I 
or 

(fl>,S = Lt J 
f-+0 r, 

[ n,(~: $)- nj(Tji) z] ds 
I 

on the other hand, C* of eqn (126) can equivalently be written as: 

where 

I hn” 
w*= rij de 

0 

(128) 

(12% 

(130) 

(130b) 

Thus, even under steady-state conditions, the present (i;>,’ differs from C* of [9, 101, in that; while r: t _ _ 
occurs in the former, W* occurs in the latter. It is noted that while 7: <has the physical interpretation as 

EFM Vol. 16. No. F-E 
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the stress-working rate, ,W* is simply a mathematical potent61 “for aij under steady-state creep 
conditions. Thus while (T,),” still has a physical interpretation as discussed earlier, C* does not, in 
general, have a physical meaning. These and other topics relevant to the use of (AT,), and C* are more 
elaborately discussed in 1171. 
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